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Abstract
In this paper, we analyze the weak repetitions in Sturmian strings and show that an optimally
e4cient algorithm to compute the weak repetitions in Sturmian strings according to the output
encodings de5ned in the literature is quadratic in the string length. Finally, we present an
encoding that leads to a linear-time algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Sturmian strings are the family of right in5nite strings on a binary alphabet with
the appealing property that they have the minimum subword complexity and are not
ultimately periodic. The representations and combinatorial properties of Sturmian strings
have been studied by various authors [1–4,7–9,11].
A string is said to be a weak repetition if it is a concatenation of two or more
5nite strings each of which is a permutation of the other. An optimal algorithm to
compute the weak repetitions in an arbitrary string to produce an output according to
the encodings de5ned in the literature is quadratic in the string length [6].
In this paper, we analyze the weak repetitions in Sturmian strings based solely on
their balance property. Our results indicate that the number of weak squares in a 5nite
Sturmian string is quadratic in the string length. We also investigate the representa-
tion of weak repetitions according to the output encodings de5ned in the literature,
namely C-encoding [5] and R-encoding [6], and show that the optimal e4ciency of an
algorithm to compute the weak repetitions in a Sturmian string using anyone of these
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encodings is still quadratic in the string length. Thus, the complexity of an algorithm
to solve this problem does not improve when the input domain is restricted to Sturmian
strings. Finally, we present an output encoding that leads to the linear time computation
of weak repetitions in this family of strings. Following the review of terminology and
notation in the next section, we present our analysis of weak squares in Section 3.
Section 4 includes our results related to the output encodings existing in the literature.
In the last section, we present the output encoding we are proposing along with the
concluding remarks. For a detailed description of our 5ndings, also see Karaman [10].
2. Preliminaries
A string is a sequence of letters from a particular set called alphabet. Throughout
this paper, we will be studying on a binary alphabet A= {a; b}, an alphabet with 2
letters. A string is either 5nite, i.e., a sequence of 5nite number of letters, or in5nite
at the right end. We use the notation A∗ and A!, respectively to denote the 5nite
and in5nite set of strings on alphabet A. The empty string, , is the string with no
letters. We represent by x[i] the ith letter of the string x. The length of a 5nite string
x, denoted by |x|, is the number of letters in x. Note that ||=0. Given the strings
x∈A∗ and y∈A∗ ∪A!, xy is the concatenation of x and y. If a string y is of the form
y= uxv, then x is called a substring of y. Particularly, in this case, u is called a pre2x
and v is a su4x of y.  is the substring of any string by de5nition. The notation y[i::j]
where i; j∈ [1; |y|] denotes the substring x of y so that x[1]=y[i] and |x|= j − i + 1.
We represent by |x|l where l∈A and x∈A∗ the number of occurrences of letter l in
x. For a string x∈{a; b}∗, we call |x|b the weight of x. A binary string x is named
as ultimately periodic if it is of the form x= uv! for any u∈A∗, v∈A∗\{}, i.e., if it
has a su4x that repeats itself in5nitely many times.
Consider the complexity function [2] P(x; i) which gives the number of distinct
substrings of length i of the string x. For x non-ultimately periodic, we have P(x; i)¿i+
1 for all i¿0 [4]. A Sturmian string s is a string in {a; b}! where P(s; i)= i+ 1, the
minimum possible value for all i¿0. Another way to identify the Sturmian strings is
based on their balance property: a string x on a binary alphabet is de5ned as balanced
if ||u|b − |v|b|61 for all 5nite substring pairs u and v of x where |u|= |v|. An in5nite
balanced string is either Sturmian or ultimately periodic [4]. Then, a Sturmian string
is one that is balanced and not ultimately periodic. A 2nite Sturmian string is de5ned
as a 5nite substring of a Sturmian string. Throughout this paper, we assume without
loss of generality that in a Sturmian string s∈{a; b}, letter a is the repeating letter.
A string x is said to be a weak repetition of order n if it is of the form x= u1u2 : : : un,
a concatenation of the substrings ui for i=1::n where
|ui|l = |uj|l ∀ l ∈ A; i; j = 1::n:
In such a repetition, we call |ui| the period length, and each ui the ith occurrence
of the period. When a weak repetition x= u1 : : : un is a substring of a string y so
that y=y1xy2, the position m in y where y[m] = x[1]= u1[1], namely the position
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where the weak repetition starts, is the position of the repetition x in y. When a weak
repetition is of order 2, we call it a weak square.
3. Analysis of weak repetitions
In this section we analyze the weak repetitions in Sturmian strings using solely their
balance property. We 5rst introduce a weak square table structure based on the results
of the following lemma to encode the weak squares in a given Sturmian string. Then,
we continue our analysis on this structure to count the number of weak squares in a
Sturmian string. Before going further, we de5ne a unary relationship ! on string x∈A∗
so that !(x)= 1 if x is a weak square, !(x)= 0 otherwise.
Lemma 1. Let s= uv be a 2nite Sturmian string where |s| and |u| are even. Then,
!(s)= 1⇔|s|b is even. Furthermore, !(u)=!(uv)⇔!(v)= 1.
Proof. It is clear that s has to be of even length in order to be a weak square. From
the balance property of Sturmian strings, the weights of 5rst and second halves of a
5nite Sturmian string s can diGer by either 0 or 1, and this diGerence is 0 if and only
if |s|b is even, which is the case of a weak square. Looking into the substrings of even
length of s, the weights of u and uv are both even or odd if and only if |v|b is even.
Then !(u)=!(uv)⇔!(v)= 1.
Lemma 1 suggests that a Sturmian string can be examined, starting from the leftmost
smallest possible weak square, namely the 5rst two letters distinctively at even and odd
positions, by iterating to check the next two letters to see whether there exists a letter
b to invert the weak square condition of the current word. With this in mind, consider
the de5nition of two-dimensional weak square tables Wo(s) and We(s) on a Sturmian




Wo(s)[i; j] = !(s[2i − 1::2j]) if i6j;
nil if i¿j:
We(s)[1::
(|s| − 1)=2; 1::
(|s| − 1)=2]
We(s)[i; j] = !(s[2i::2j + 1]) if i6j;
nil if i¿j:
If we look at Wo(s) table, row i encodes all weak squares positioned at 2i − 1, the
table in turn encodes the entire weak squares at odd positions of the Sturmian string
s. Similarly, We(s) encodes the entire weak squares at even positions of s. Thus, Wo(s)
and We(s) tables together give us all weak squares in s.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will be referring by W to a Wo or We
table associated to a particular string since Wo and We have the same properties as one
another in our context.
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Lemma 2. Let W be a weak square table of a Sturmian string s. Let W [i; k] and
W [j; k] be two entries of W where i = j, i6k and j6k. Then, W [i; k+1]=W [j; k+1]
if and only if W [i; k] =W [j; k].
Proof. The result of Lemma 1 implies that !(u)=!(v)⇔!(uv)= 1 for all u and v
where uv is a 5nite Sturmian string with |u| and |v| even. Suppose W =Wo(s). Then,
W [i; k] =!(s[2k − 1::2k])⇔W [i; k +1]=1 and W [j; k] =!(s[2k − 1::2k])⇔W [j; k +
1]=1. This concludes that W [i; k] =W [j; k]⇔W [i; k+1]=W [j; k+1]. A similar proof
applies for the case W =We.
Suppose two distinct rows, i and j of a weak square table W . From Lemma 2,
we immediately conclude that W [i; m] =W [j; m] if and only if W [i; n] =W [j; n] for
any distinct columns m and n of W table where m; n¿max{i; j}. In this case, we say
that rows i and j follow an identical pattern if W [i; m] =W [j; m], a reverse pattern
otherwise, i.e., if W [i; m] =W [j; m]. Observe that, the sets of rows which follow dis-
tinctively the identical and reverse patterns as row 1 partition the entire set of rows of
a W table into two. Based on this result, the Wo and We tables can be further encoded





W ′o(s)[i; j] = Wo(s)[i; j] if i = 1;
1 if i = 2; j ¿ 1 and row j of Wo(s) follows
an identical pattern as row 1;
0 if i = 2; j ¿ 1 and row j of Wo(s) follows
a reverse pattern as row 1;
nil if i = 2; j = 1:
W ′e (s)[1::2; 1::
(|s| − 1)=2]
W ′e (s)[i; j] = We(s)[i; j] if i = 1;
1 if i = 2; j ¿ 1 and row j of We(s) follows
an identical pattern as row 1;
0 if i = 2; j ¿ 1 and row j of We(s) follows
a reverse pattern as row 1;
nil if i = 2; j = 1:
From these de5nitions, any two non-nil entries W ′(s)[2; i] and W ′(s)[2; j] of an
encoded weak square table of a Sturmian string s are equal if and only if the rows i
and j in the associated weak square table have the same pattern as one another.
Lemma 3. Let W =W (s) be a weak square table of a Sturmian string s. Then W [i; i]
= 1⇔W [i; i + 1]=W [i + 1; i + 1] ∀ i¿1.
Proof. Consider with no loss in generality that W =Wo. From the Wo table de5nition,
we are looking at the following substrings s[2i−1::2i], s[2i−1::2i+2] and s[2i+1::2i+2]
of s of which the weak square conditions are encoded respectively into the entries
W [i; i], W [i; i + 1], and W [i + 1; i + 1]. Considering all possible cases leads us to the
proof.
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Lemma 4. Let W ′(s) be the encoded weak square table of a Sturmian string s. Then,
W ′(s)[2; i] =W ′(s)[1; i − 1] for all i¿2.
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that W ′(s)=W ′o (s). Consider the entry
W ′(s)[1; i − 1]. There are two possibilities:
Case (a): W ′(s)[1; i − 1]= 1.
Case (b): W ′(s)[1; i − 1]= 0.
Case (a): W ′(s)[1; i − 1]= 1. In this case, if W ′(s)[1; i] = 1, then since
W ′(s)[1; i−1]=W ′(s)[1; i] = 1 and by Lemma 1, |s[2i−1::2i]|b=0. Thus, W (s)[i; i] =
W (s)[1; i] = 1. This means that row i follows an identical pattern as row 1 in W (s) and
W ′(s)[2; i] =W ′(s)[1; i − 1]= 1.
Suppose now that W ′(s)[1; i] = 0. Then, W ′(s)[1; i − 1] =W ′(s)[1; i] and Lemma 1
imply that |s[2i− 1::2i]|b=1. Thus, W (s)[i; i] =W (s)[1; i] = 0, meaning that row i fol-
lows an identical pattern as row 1 in W (s) and W ′(s)[2; i] =W ′(s)[1; i − 1]= 1.
Case (b): W ′(s)[1; i− 1]= 0. Following a similar argument as in the previous case,
we conclude that W (s)[i; i] =W (s)[1; i] therefore row i has always a reverse pattern as
row 1 in W (s), justifying the proof.
According to Lemma 4, W ′[1; 1::n] =W ′[2; 2::n+1] for all n where W ′ is an encoded
weak square table. We use this result in Lemma 5 to show that the consecutive rows
of a weak square table following an identical pattern as one another diGer by exactly
1 in the number of weak squares encoded in each. To aid us in the remaining of this
section, consider the notation i(W ) to denote the sequence of non-nil entries of row
i of a given weak square table W .
Lemma 5. Let W =W (s) be a weak square table of a 2nite Sturmian string s and
W ′ be the encoded table of W. Consider a row i in W. If there exists a row j
in W where i¡j, W ′[2; i] =W ′[2; j], and W ′[2; k] =W ′[2; i] for all k : i¡k¡j, then
|j(W )|1 = |i(W )|1 − 1.
Proof. The sequence i(W ) can be exactly one of the following:
(a) 1x where x∈{0; 1}∗,
(b) 00m1x where m¿0, 0m is a sequence of m 0’s, and x∈{0; 1}∗,
(c) 00m where m¿0, 0m is a sequence of m 0’s.
Case (a): 1x where x∈{0; 1}∗. Then by Lemma 3, W ′[2; i] =W ′[2; i+1]. So j= i+1,
j(W )= x and |j(W )|1 = |i(W )|1 − 1.
Case (b): 00m1x where m¿0, x∈{0; 1}∗. Consider without loss of generality that
i=1. Then by Lemma 4, W ′[2; m+3]=1 and W ′[2; k] = 0 for all k¡m+3. Therefore
j= i + m+ 2, j(W )= x and |j(W )|1 = |i(W )|1 − 1.
Case (c): 00m where m¿0. Consider again without loss of generality that
i=1. Then, by Lemma 4, there does not exist a row j in W satisfying the
condition.
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Consider {i1; i2; : : : in} where i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡in as the set of entire rows that follow an
identical pattern with one another in W (s) where W (s) is a weak square table of a 5-
nite Sturmian string s. Lemma 5 tells that |ij (W (s))|1 = |ij+1(W (s))|1+1 ∀j=1::n−1.
From the de5nition of a weak square table, |in(W (s))|1 is either 0 or 1, there-
fore, the total number of weak squares encoded in rows i1; i2; : : : in is
∑m
j=1 j where
m= |i1 (W (s))|1.
Lemma 6. Let W =W (s) be a weak square table of a Sturmian string s and W ′ be
the encoded table of W. Consider the rows 1 and i¿1 in W where W ′[2; i] = 0 and
W ′[2; k] = 1 for all i¿k¿1. Then, |i(W )|1 = |1(W )|0 − 1.
Proof. Since the rows 1 and i follow the reverse patterns as one another by condition,
the non-nil entries of row i of W are 1 where the entries in the corresponding columns
in row 1 are 0. Therefore, |i(W )|1 = |1(W )|0 − n where n is the number of 0 entries
in columns 1::i − 1 of row 1 of W . By condition, W ′[2; i] = 0 and W ′[2; k] = 1 for
all i¿k¿1. From this, Lemma 4 implies that W ′[1; k] = 1 for all i − 1¿k¿1 and
W ′[1; i − 1]= 0. Since W ′[1; k] =W [1; k] ∀k by de5nition, n=1, justifying the proof.
Let i¿1 be the minimum index of rows which are following the reverse pattern as
does row 1 in a weak square table W (s) of a Sturmian string s. According to Lemma 6,
the number of weak squares encoded in row i is one less than the number of 0 entries
in row 1. This indicates the relationship between two rows following a reverse pattern
with one another in a weak square table as of the number of weak squares encoded in
each. With these 5ndings, we are now ready for the following proof:
Theorem 1. Let W =W (s) be a weak square table of a 2nite Sturmian string s. Let
n= |1(W )| and m= |1(W )|1. Then, the number of weak squares in s encoded in W
is (m(m+ 1) + (n− m)(n− m− 1))=2.
Proof. From Lemma 5, the number of 1 entries encoded in rows that have an identical
pattern as row 1 of W is
m∑
i=1
i = m(m+ 1)=2:
And by Lemma 6, |k(W )|1 = |1(W )|0− 1= n−m− 1 where k is the minimum index
of rows that follow a reverse pattern as does row 1. So, by Lemma 5, the number of
weak squares encoded in rows that have a reverse pattern as row 1 is
n−m−1∑
i=1
i = (n− m)(n− m− 1)=2:






i = (m(m+ 1) + (n− m)(n− m− 1))=2:
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From Theorem 1, we see that the number of weak squares in a weak square table
is quadratic in the string length since m and n are directly proportional to the string
length. Then, so is the total number of weak squares in a Sturmian string s, which is
the sum of the number of weak squares encoded in Wo(s) and We(s).
4. Encodings
In the previous section we showed that the number of weak squares, and hence an
algorithm to output the weak squares in a Sturmian string is quadratic in string length.
However, with a diGerent output encoding the e4ciency of such an algorithm can be
improved. In this section we review the existing output encodings for weak repetitions
in the literature and show that according to these encodings, an algorithm to compute
the weak repetitions in a Sturmian string is quadratic in the string length as well.
Two diGerent encodings are de5ned in the literature for representing the weak rep-
etitions in a string: C-encoding [5] and R-encoding [6].
4.1. C-Encoding
C-encoding, originally de5ned by Crochemore [5] to represent the strong repetitions
in a string, can be extended to apply for the weak repetitions as well [6]. An entry in
C-encoding is a triple (i; p; k) to represent a unique repetition where i is the position
of the repetition in the string, and p and k are respectively the period length and order
of the repetition. With the addition of a fourth entry to this triple, the repetitions with
identical period length and order at consecutive positions can be packed into a single
entry. According to this, a 4-tuple (i; p; k; r) represents the repetitions (i; p; k); (i +
1; p; k); : : : ; (i + r − 1; p; k). We call such a 4-tuple a C-run. We name the repetition
at the leftmost position of the string represented by a C-run as the base repetition of
that run. Observe that, any C-run can be transformed into exactly one other 4-tuple of
which the base repetition is a square.
It is fairly easy to see that the repetitions at odd positions in any Sturmian string s to
compose a C-run of which the base repetition is a weak square are represented by the
entries [i; j]; [i+1; j+1]; : : : ; [i+ z; j+ z] of the Wo(s) table where Wo(s)[i+ t; j+ t] = 1
for all t=0::z, and Wo(s)[i − 1; j − 1]=Wo(s)[i + z + 1; j + z + 1]=0.
Consider the words sk =(aabaaaba)kaa where k¿1. This word is Sturmian, a sub-
string of any Sturmian string X where  = {(3; m); (k ′; n); : : :}, m=3 ± 1, k ′=2k,
n= k ′ ± 1 [9]. In Table 1, we present Wo(sk). If we look at Wo(sk) for a value of k,
there are two consecutive 1 and 0 entries one after the other, switching at every two
rows. From this pattern, we calculate the number of those sequences of 1 entries in
Wo(sk) which are parallel to the diagonal i= j:
K = (2k + 1) + 2
k−1∑
i=0
(2i + 1) + k = 2k2 + 3k + 1
where 8k + 2= |sk |. Even in the best case when the corresponding strings at even
positions of each of these runs are also weak squares so that K is the exact number
of C-runs in s, the number of C-runs in s is quadratic in string length.
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Table 1
Wo(sk) table where sk = (aabaaaba)kaa, k¿1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ...
aa ba aa ba aa ba aa ba aa ...
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 ...
2 — 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 ...
3 — — 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 ...
4 — — — 0 0 1 1 0 0 ...
5 — — — — 1 0 0 1 1 ...
6 — — — — — 0 0 1 1 ...
7 — — — — — — 1 0 0 ...
8 — — — — — — — 0 0 ...
9 — — — — — — — — 1 ...
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
4.2. R-Encoding
R-encoding is based on (c; p) pairs. A (c; p) pair represents a weak square of period
length p around center c where c is the position in x where the second instance of
the period starts. Weak squares centered around the same position with consecutive
period length values can be packed into an R-run with the extension of (c; p) pairs
into (c; p1; p2) triples to represent the weak squares (c; p1); (c; p1+1); : : : ; (c; p2) where
p16p2, x[c − pi::c + pi − 1] is a weak square for all pi ∈ [p1; p2].
In Wo table of a Sturmian string, the repetitions at odd positions of the string which
are constituents of an R-run are represented by a sequence of consecutive entries in
Wo at cells of which the column and row indices add up to the same value, namely the
consecutive entries which are parallel to the “reverse” diagonal of the table. Consider
again the Sturmian words sk =(aabaaaba)kaa where k¿1. From the pattern in Wo(sk)
we described earlier, the total number of such sequences of 1 entries in Wo(s) parallel
to the “reverse” diagonal i= j is
K ′ = (2k + 1) + 4
k−1∑
i=1
i + 2k = 2k2 + 2k + 1:
Again, even in the best case when the corresponding strings at even positions of each
of these runs are also weak squares so that K ′ is the exact number of R-runs in
sk , the number of R-runs in sk is quadratic in string length since 8k + 2= |sk |. This
completes the facts to support the argument that the optimum e4ciency of an algorithm
to compute the weak repetitions in a Sturmian string s based on an encoding de5ned
in the literature is O(|s|2).
5. Conclusion
As we noted in Section 3 the set of entire rows of a weak square table of a Stur-
mian string can be partitioned into two sets so that the elements of one partition
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are the rows following identical pattern, and the elements of the other are those fol-
lowing a reverse pattern as does row 1. Suppose that Po = {i1 = 1¡i2¡ · · ·¡in} is
one of these partitions associated to Wo(s) of a 5nite Sturmian string s. Consider
the sets ISo = {i′k : i′k =2ik − 1; ik ∈Po} and JSo = {j′k : j′k =2jk ; i1 (Wo(s))[jk ] = 1; jk ∈
[1::|i1 (Wo(s))|]}. ISo and JSo are respectively the sets of starting positions and ending
positions of all possible weak squares encoded in rows that follow the identical pattern
as row 1 in Wo(s). Looking at the tuple So = (i′k : i
′
k ∈ ISo ; j′k : j′k ∈ JSo ), each (i′; j′)
pair in this tuple where i′¡j′ represents a weak square of period length j′ − i′ + 1
positioned at i′, and the tuple So as interpreted for all pairs satisfying this condition
speci5es the entire weak squares encoded in rows i1::in of Wo(s). Similarly, another
tuple S ′o for the other partition of rows in Wo(s) can be constructed so that So and S
′
o
together encode all the weak squares located at odd positions of the string s. With the
application of the same technique on We(s) table, the weak squares in a 5nite Sturmian
string is encoded in 4 tuples, So, S ′o, Se, S
′
e, which can be produced in time linear in
string length. An (i′1; i
′






2; : : : ; j
′
n) tuple can further be reduced in time linear




k+1; : : : ; j
′
n)
each of which representing the entire weak squares located at position i′k of the string.
In this study, we analyzed the Sturmian strings based on their balance property.
Future studies may include the consideration of additional combinatorial properties of
Sturmian strings to 5nd out other encodings to improve the e4ciency of an algorithm to
compute the weak repetitions in these strings. Another line of study may be conducted
to investigate the representations of Sturmian strings from the perspective we presented
in this paper to connect these representations to our analysis.
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